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Megalodon limestones in the sub~tatric 
Rhaetian -of the Tatra Mts 

ABS'DRACT: The Megalod.cm lliroestones of the sub-tatri<: Rhaetian, Tatra Mts, are 
composed mostly of the shells of Canchodus infraliasicus Stoppairid~ The pres'ervation 
and, ontOgenetic variability of these megaIodonsj' as well as .~e sedimenta~y 

enviT'Onlllent and stratigrnphical settiJIlg of the megalodon-beaoog deposd,ts are 
discUlSsed. 

The Megalodorn limestones are characteristic link in the Hhaetian of 
the sub-tatric (Krizna) nappe in ,the Tatra Mts. They were reported for 
the first time by Goetel (1917) ,fl'Qm Mt. Mala Swinica and Mt. Maly 
Kopieniec (cf. Figs 1~2). Similar limestones were noted on Mt. W oloszyn 
(Glazek 1962, 1963). 

In the course of t,he studies on the sub-tatric Rhaetian' from Lejowa 
VaUey (cf. Figs 1-2), a repeated occurrence of the MegaZodon limestones 
was observed (Gazdzicki 196'8): This contribution deals with occurrences 
of such depoSits in the wholesub-tatric unit 'of the Tatra Mts. 
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, ......•.. , .. GE()(L()(GllCAL SETTlNG 

Lejowa Valley 

Megalodan limestones occur in two places within the Rhaetian 
profile exposed between Hala Huty - Mt. Spalenisko (beds a and b in 
Fig.2A). 

Bed a: gray, compact limestone, 0.8 m thick. Numerous typical 
cordate or hoof-like sections of megalodons are observa:ble on the weat
hered surlace (Fig. 3a; PI. 2); particular sections vary from 10 to 25 cm 
in diameter. These sections correspond most probably to the species 
Conchodus intraliasicus Stoppani and are almost identical with those 
from the Dachstein limestones (cf. Zapfe 1957). 

The limestones contain a small admixture of silty quartz and 
singular intraclasts, up to 1.5 mm in diameter; among bioClasts, fragments 
of trochites and brittle-'Star vertebrae, as well as foraminifers Glomospira 
sp., predominate . 

. Bed b: bluish, compact limestone, 0.9 m thick. Numerous cordate to 
occasionally less regular, up to 25 cm in diameter, sections of megalodons 
were recorded (Fig. 3b) which may represent the species Conchodus 
infraliasicus Stoppani or the genus Rhaetomegalodon Vegh-Neubrandt. 

o 5 1Dkm 
,-' _ ......... ''--_...I' 

. Fig. lJ 

Locality map of the sub-tatric Rhaetian profiles wi1h Mega1.odon limestones in the 
rI'atra Mts 

A Lejowa Valley, B Mt. Mala Swinica, C Mt. Maly Kopienlec, D Mt. Woloszyn, E Strll:l:y&k:a 
Valley . 
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MegaZodon limestones in the sulb-tatt-Ic Rhaetian profiles of the Lejowa Valley (A), 
Mt. Mala Swinica (B) and iMt. Maly lKopieniec {C)':' cl. Fig. 1 

1 sandstones, 2 shales, 3 Megatodon limestones, 4 other limestoneil (pelitic and grained, 
organodetrital), 5 dolomites 

Occurrence of angular quartz grains, up to 0.6 mm in diameter, scarce 
sphaerical onkolites, up to 0.8 mm in diameter, as well as ooids with one 
or two envelopes, up to 0.2 mm in diameter, were ~Qted. Bioclasts are 
represented by numerous fragments of trQchites wit~ohkolitic crusts and 
coatings, shell fragments of gastropods and 'brachiopods, echinoid 
prickles, brittle--star vertebrae and foraminifers Glomospira sp. 

Mt. Mala Swinica 

. The Rhaetian deposits are twice exposed along ' the line 'from Czer':' 
wona Pass towards near-top parts of Mt. Mala Swinica (nearby the 
mountain path) in result of tectonic structure. Goetel (1917. PI. 12) 
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presented the "lower" profile, begining just above Czerwona Pass, with 
Megalodon limeStones directly overlying red shales of the "Keuper" 
(Norian). At present, those outcrops are obscured with waste . 

. A layer of Megalodon limestone, 1.8 m thick, was noted in top parts 
of the "upper" profile, close to the Rhaetian/Liassic junction (Fig. 2,13). 
The layer consists of gray-blue, relatively compact . zoogenic limestone 
with fragments of the megalodon shells. Occasionally, complete ' speci
mens of megalodons were noted. Usually, the megalOdonshells are poorly 
preserved, strongly recrystallized, and their sections, variable in outline. 
are almost unidentifiable. Moreover, numerous brachiopods " Rhaetina 
gregaria (Suess) and single spiriferins were found. 

In the limestone, angUlar quartz grains, up to 0.3 mm in : diameter, 
are scarce, whereas intrac1asts and bioc1asts are quite frequent. Bioclasts 
are represented by fragments of .crinoids, echinoid prickles, brittle-star 
vertebrae and foraminifers GlomospiTa sp. and Archaediscus sp. 
Commonly onkolitic crusts and coatings are developed around bioclasts; 
some onkolites attain up to 4 mm in diameter. 

a r 

Fig. 3 

Sections parellel to bedding planes of the Megalodon limestones. from Lejowa Valley 
. (cf. profile A in Fig. 2) 

a section of the bed a 
b section of the bed b 
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Mt. Maly Kopieniec 

The Megalooon limestones occur twice within the Rhaetian sequ
ence outcroping on SW slop.es of Mt., Maly Kopieniec (beds a and b in 
Fig. 2C - cf. also Goete11917, PI. 11). 

Bed a: gray-blue, compact, thick-bedded limestones, up to 2.5 In in 
thickness, from the 10wermost part or the profile, .just above red shales 
and sandstones of the "Keuper" (Noriim) , (Fig. 2C). The megalodons are 
quite common here., Megalodon sections. indiCate the occurrence of 
individuals varying in size. Besides ,'shells to l~ ' cm ' in diameter. there 
are smaller forms, some" 5 cm in diameter. The ' assemblage includes 
specimens differing · in degree or ,' o,ntogenetic, ' deveHopment, belonging 
presumably to the species Conchodus.infrq,liasicus Stoppani. Moreover, 
some small bushy colonies , of corals, Thecosmilia ' clathrata Emmrich, 
were occasionally noted. Numerous' fragments' of gastropod and 
brachiopod shells, crinoid trochites, brittle-star vertebrae, echinoid 
prickles, and foraminifers Glcmiospira sp. and Frondicularia sp. were 
noted in thin sections. Onkolites, up, to 2 mm in diameter, are developed 
around some bioclasts. 

Bed b: layer of sandy limestone, 0.7 m thick, with fragments of 
megalodon shells, unidentifiable asa result of strong recrystallization 
(Fig. 2C). 

Besides numerous angular quartz grains (up to 0.5 mm in diameter), 
the limestones contain ooids, onkolites and significant amount of bioclasts 
represented by fragments of gastropods, brachiopods and echinoderms. 
Foraminifers Glomospira 'sp. and Archaediscus sp. are common. 

Other exposures 

The Megalodon limestones are also known :trom the Rhaetian of 
--Mt. Woroszyn (Fig. 1), when exposed in the course of field works (Gla
zek 1962, 1963). The megalodons are relatively common here. Traces of 
strong scouring of layers, distinctly marked, indicate changes in hydro
dynamic conditions in the sedimentary environment (cf. Fig. 4 and PI. 1). 

Moreover, the megalodon sections were also reported in Rhaetian 
limestones in the area of the Ku-Dziurze Valley, and Strqzyska Valley 
(Fig. 1); however, they are rare, strongly re crystallized and very dificult 
to identify (Cf. GoeteI1917). 
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10cm 

o 

Fig. 41 

Fragment of the Megalodon limestone from iMt. Wolos,zyn; v:isible are erosion 
surtfaces at the m~ddle a:nd top part of the bed I(d. Pl. ,1) 

The megalodon shells occurring in Rhaetian sediments under 
discussion are very difficult to extract from limestone matrix because 
of their strong recrystal1ization. The specimens obtained are poorly 
preserved, incomplete an'd difficult to be identified. 

Two specimens from Professor Goetel's collection, were of great 
help here; they come from Mt. Maly Kopieniec (bed a in Fig. 2C; cf. 
Goete11917, PI. 11). 

The larger specimen (Fig. 5d-f) was previously assigned by Goetel 
(1917) to the species Lycodu8 cor Schafhautl which really corresponds 
(cf. Kutassy 1934, Muller 1963, Cox & LaRocque 1969) to the speci~ 
Conchodu8 injraliasicu8 Stoppani.,The smaller specimen (Fig. 5a-c) was 
identified by Goetel (1917) as Megalodu8 cf. scutatus Schafhautl. However, 
as it results from recent studies pn the specific variability of Conchodus 
injraliasicus Stoppani (cf. Zapfe 1957, 1964; Vegh-Neubrandt 1968), this 
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MegaJodons Conchodus infratiasicu,s Stoppani from Mt. Maly Kopieniec 

a-c smaller specimen in anterior (a). side (b) and posterior (c) views; d-f bigger sp cimen in ant rior (d ). side (e) and posterior (f) views. The specimens are from 
the collection of Professor W. Goetel. and housed at the Institute of Geological Sciences, Laboratory in Cracow, Polish Academy of Sciences 

All figures of natural size; taken by B. rozd, M. Sc. 
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specimen should be id~ntified as belonging to this very species, being its 
juvenile form . . 

The megalodon shells from Lejowa Valley (Fig. 2A) were unex
tractable because of a strong recrystallization, therefore a detailed 
analysis of their cross-sections was performed. This analysis indicates 
the occurrence of specimens of the species Conchodus infraliasicU8 Stop
pani, differing in size (Figs 3a, b; PI. 2), and oonfirming the preservation .. , 
of forms at a different stage of their ontogenetic development. The 
smaller sections area result of growth variability of that species (cf. 
Zapfe 1964). The area, shallow and flat in juvenile forms, 'becomes wide 
and deeply incised in adults (Fig. 3 and PI. 2). Bending of the beak is also 
variable (cf. Zapfe 1964), generally increasing with age of the individual 
(cf. Figs 5b, f). 

However, it seems that not all the sections agree with the variability 
outlined above, since the size and shape of the sections depends, primarily 
on the position of the section plane as well as on the h~ight of the section 
through the shell. It is algo very probable that some of the sections (cf. 
the largest one in Fig; 3b)correspond to the genus Rhaetomegalod~ 
Vegh-Neubrandt (cf. Vegh-Neubrandt 1970). However, the material is 
insufficient to solve this problem definitely. 

On the vertical section of bed a from .Mt. Maly Kopieniec (Fig. 2C), 
individuals differing in size may be also observed; they most likely also 
belong to the species Cbnchodus infraliasicus. 

The megalodons were the pelecypods inhabiting in groups the 
regions of the shallow and quiescent marine basins, commonly close to 
coral reefs (Zapfe 1957). 

Within the sedimentary basin, in which the discussed Rhaetian 
sediments were depoSited, a differentiation in energy conditions is 
distinct. In the region of Lejowa Valley (Fig. 2A) the sedimentation was 
quiet; shells of megalodons are usually preserved with both valves tightly 
closed (PI. 2), due to strong and adherent hinge, contracting both valves. 
It ·maybe therefore assumed that in spite of shallowness of the Rhaetian 
basin, the currents were not strong enough to move the specimens out 
of their natural position. Cordate sections (Figs 3a, b;PI. 2) indicate that 
individuals embedded in the rock are arranged in a similar pattern. Their 
symmetry planes are as a rule almost normal to the bedding. Deeper-cut 
sections are also cordate proving that p~rticular specimens are more or 
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less in the same position in which they were burying themselves in muddy 
bottom (cf. Zapfe 1957). This arrangement of sections indicates the life 
position of particular individuals, what together with their occurrence 
in groups and preservation of individuals varying in their ontogenetic 
development, allow to assume "that the whole community must have been 
burried in 'a caJcareous deposit, a remarkable thickness of which has most 
probably caused a sudden death of the community (cf. Ager 1963). 

The way the shells were filled up with sediment is also characte
ristic, as some evident changes in grain size of sediment filling up the 
shells and composing the associated deposit can be seen (Fig. 6). This 
proves that in most cases the' shells were enough closed at the time of 
covering with sediments that after decay of soft parts only fine-grained 
material could penetrate their interiors. 

Fig. 6 

Section parallel to t he 'bed'ding plane ' of the MegaZodon limestone from Lejowa 
Valley {bed b); visible is finer fraction 'of the organodetrital material inside the 

megalodon shell (left in the photo) than in the associated sedwent; X 4 

The profiles of Mt. Maly Kopieniec and Mt. Woloszyn bear traces 
of periodical strong scouring of layers (Fig. 4 and PI. 1), which may be 
connected with rapid changes in hydrodynamic conditions. Some 
megalodon shells here were not closed after death of individuals which 
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is confirmed by their ·.infill consisting of the same organodetritical 
material as matrix (Fig. 4 and PI. 1). : 

Microfacial analysis of the megalodon--bearing sub-tatric Rhaetian 
deposits (Gazdzicki 1969, 1970)pdirit to their deposition in relatively 
shallow, marine enVironment. It is evidenced · both by chemical (ooids) 
and biosedimentary (onkolites) components, and mostly by organic 
remains. Among the latter, benthic ·forms attached to the bottom (corals, 
brachiopods, pelecypods, crinoids), as well as vagile . (foraminifers, 
gastropods and echinoids) are present. Within communities formed by 
these organisms, the megalodons had a very individualized position due 
to their abundant occurrence in some areas and development of bigger 
groups in places. 

It is interesting to note that within the high-tatric Rhaetian of the 
Tatra Mts, studied in detail by Radwailski (1968), megalodons have not 
been found, what may1be due to different facial conditions and smaller 
depth of water which gives the high-tatric Rhaetian a · character of a 
peculiar facies in the Tethyan geosyncline (cf. Radwailski 1968). 

EWNAL 1REMA;RKS 

The megalodons are quite common forms in the Upper Triassic 
sediments • of the Tethyan geosyncline (cf. Zapfe 1963, 1964; Vegh
-Neubrandt 1964; Allasinaz 1965). These pelecypods, small and diversified 
in genera during the Carnian arid Norian (Vegh-Neubrandt 1964, 
Allasinaz 1965), in the Rhaetian are at the peak of their development,' 
although . the number of genera . is smaller. In the . latter stage there 
occurred forms of a very large size, occasionaly up to 40 cm in diameter 
(Vegh-Neubrandt 1968). 

In carbonate sediments of the geosynclinal Rhaetian, the genera 
Conchodus, Megalodus and Rhaetomegalodon are the most common, and 
their occurrence in Europe is known mainly from Hungary - Bakony 
Forest, Gerecse and Vertes Mts (Vadasz 1960; Vegh-Neubrandt & Oravecz 
1960; Vegh-Neubrandt 1963, 1964, 1968), from Nothern Alps (Zapfe 1950, 
1957, 1963, 1964), Lombardian Alps (Allasinaz 1962, Gnaccolini 1965) and 
Apulian Alps (Nardi 1963). From the Slovakian part of the Tatra Mts, 
apart from Goetel (1917), the occurrence of megalodons was reported by 
Andrusov (1959) and Kochanova (1967); 

The recent studies on the. Upper Triassic . of Hungary (Vegh
-Neubrandt 1968, 1970), the Northern Alps (?apfe 1969) as well as the 
Lombardian Alps (Allasinaz 1962, Gnaccolini 1965) made it possible to 
define the stratigraphicrange of the megalodons of the genera Conchodus 
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and Rhaetomegalodon as Upper Rhaetian. Because of the lithostrati
graphic character of that stage in the Tatra Mts, which is also 
characteristic for other areas of Europe (cf. Pearson 1970), it is difficult 
to decide whether profiles of the sub-tatric Rhaetian of the Tatra Mts 
correspond to the whole chronostr)ltigraphical range of that stage or to 
its upper, i.e. megalodon-bearing part only. 
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A. GA:lJDZ'ICK[ 

WAPmNlE MEGALODONTOWE RETYKU REGLOWEGO TATR 

(Streszcz~nie) 

lWapienie me·galo1dontolWe, b~d!lce cha,rakterystyc.znym ogniwem litologicznym 
retyku Il"eglowego {kriznian.s'kiego) Tatr (par.GO'etel 1I911r7, oraz fig. 1!--2), 7Jbudowane 
$!lglownie z mus'Zli megalodontow (fig. 3--.6 oraz pI. 1~2) nalez~ych do gatunku 
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Conchodus infraliasicus Stoppani, ktOry. j~st kosmopolitycmy w obr~biellltwor6w 

retyku geosy.nklillly alpejSko-kar.padkiej, W .r<>zwazanyeh wapieniach megalodonty 
wyst~puj~ miejscamigromadnie, przy . czym .pewne nagromadzenia, w IktOrY'Ch 
reprezentowane $~ ()8.()bn~ 0 r6znym siliopniu rozwoju ontogenetyczneg,o (fig. aa. b 
oraz pt 2), maj~ charakier ·zeSjpol6w zasypanych w pozycji przyzyciowej. 
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Uniwersytetu Warszaw.s<kiego 

Warsza.wa 22, Al. Ztl.J'irki t Wigurll 93 
Wnrszawa, w kwietniu 1971 r. 
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Vermeal section of the MegaZodon limestone fll"'Om Mt. W,oloszyn (the specimen 
collected by Dr. J. Glaze'k); visible are erosion s.urfa·ces at the middle and top part 

'Of : the bed (cf. Text-fig. 4) 
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Section parallel to the bedding plane of the Megatodon limestone from Lejowa 
Valley ('bed (1, cl. Text-fi:g. 3a) 
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